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Abstract

Consciousness is a multidisciplinary subject of inquiry. The extent of clinical contributions to the field of consciousness studies has yet to be investigated. The goal of this study was to assess the degree of clinically related articles in the literature of consciousness studies through a systematic evaluation. Three journals systematically identified (Consciousness and Cognition, Journal of Consciousness Studies, and Anthropology of Consciousness) were reviewed from the first issue through December 2008. All original articles related to anesthesiology, general clinical medicine, neurology, neurosurgery, and psychiatry were identified. Of the 1,805 articles reviewed for the three journals, a total of 149 clinically relevant articles were identified; this represented an average contribution of 8% to the total articles. Psychiatry was the discipline most consistently represented in the three journals; neurosurgery was the least represented. There is a relative paucity of clinical articles in the literature of consciousness studies. Clinical perspectives may thus be underrepresented in the field.
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Introduction

The study of consciousness is a richly interdisciplinary endeavor, involving philosophy, psychology, cognitive science, neuroscience, physics, and numerous other fields. Clinical disciplines such as neurology, psychiatry, neurosurgery, and anesthesiology all deal with the disturbance or disruption of consciousness. As such, studies and reports related to these disciplines may potentially enrich the discourse of consciousness studies. For example, anesthesiologists regularly initiate a deep state of reversible unconsciousness, providing a unique opportunity for understanding the molecular and neurophysiologic mechanisms of consciousness. Similarly, the hallucinatory experiences of neuropsychiatric patients or cognitive deficits of neurosurgical patients may yield insight into the neural substrates of consciousness through clinicopathologic correlation. Thus, the clinical perspective is vital to the progress of consciousness studies, but the extent of clinical contributions to the field has yet to be investigated. The goal of this study was therefore to assess the degree of clinically related articles in the literature of consciousness studies through a systematic evaluation.

Methods

Journals devoted primarily to the publication of original articles on consciousness studies were identified systematically. A journal search on PubMed using the term “consciousness” yielded only Consciousness and Cognition. An internet search (Google) using the terms “consciousness journal” and “consciousness journals” further yielded Journal of Consciousness Studies, Psyche, Anthropology of Consciousness, International Journal of Machine Consciousness, and Science and Consciousness Review. Psyche was excluded because it did not have a continuous publication history, with no articles published in Volumes 2, 6, 7 or the year 2008. International Journal of Machine Consciousness was excluded, as the first volume was not scheduled to appear until 2009. Science and Consciousness Review was excluded because it publishes summaries rather than original articles. Thus, the journals Consciousness and Cognition (C&C), Journal of Consciousness Studies (JCS), and Anthropology of Consciousness (AoC) were deemed appropriate for analysis. All volumes of C&C (1992- ), JCS (1994- ), and AoC (1990- ) were reviewed from the first issue through December, 2008. All titles and abstracts were evaluated.
for elements related to anesthesiology, neurology, neurosurgery, psychiatry (and related disciplines such as psychoanalysis) or general clinical medicine. If such elements appeared to be central, the article was deemed to be clinical. The text of the articles themselves was reviewed if ambiguity existed. “Commentary” was determined by an explicit statement in the title of the article, or based on the categorization of the journal. The percentage of clinically related articles in the target journals was assessed and compared; the representation of fields comprising the clinical articles was also assessed.

RESULTS
C&C had the most clinical articles in absolute numbers (96 clinical/746 total), as well as the highest percentage of clinical articles (13%) (Figure 1a). JCS had 43 clinical/888 total articles, representing 5% of total articles in that journal (Figure 1b). AoC had only 10 clinical/171 total articles, representing 6% of total articles in that journal (Figure 1c). Please see the Appendix for full listing of clinical articles from the three journals analyzed.

Psychiatry and related disciplines had the best representation in the three journals; neurosurgery had the worst (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Clinical contributions as a percentage of total original articles to Consciousness and Cognition (a), Journal of Consciousness Studies (b), and Anthropology of Consciousness (c). Every journal from the first issue through December, 2008 was reviewed.

Editorial introductions, book reviews, conference announcements or reviews, calls for articles, interviews, obituaries, commentaries and replies were all excluded. Psychiatry and related disciplines had the best representation in the three journals; neurosurgery had the worst (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION
This is the first study to evaluate the degree of clinically related contributions to the literature of consciousness studies. Consciousness and Cognition had the largest percentage of clinically related articles, as well as the largest absolute number. This may be attributable to the fact that it is the only journal focused on consciousness that is indexed in PubMed. Of the clinical fields, psychiatry and related disciplines were most consistently represented among the three journals analyzed.

It is difficult to make hard conclusions or recommendations based on these findings, as the degree to which clinical disciplines should contribute to the literature of consciousness is unclear. That being said, the pathology observed in the clinical setting may provide significant insight to the study of consciousness—the fact that less than 10% of articles in...
C&C, JCS and AoC are clinically relevant suggests that such insights may be underrepresented. There are several possible reasons to account for this. First, clinicians or clinical researchers may not perceive their work under the rubric of “consciousness studies” and may thus submit their research to primary journals in their own field. Second, the paucity of clinically related articles may reflect a lack of interest or knowledge of clinical topics by researchers primarily interested in consciousness. Third, these data may suggest that the lack of academic legitimacy of consciousness studies characteristic of the 20th century still persists in the clinical realm. Although not assessed in the current study, it would be of further interest to investigate how many authors of these clinical studies were actually clinicians.

In terms of the fields represented, it was surprising to see the small contribution of anesthesiology to the total clinical articles. Unlike psychiatrists, neurologists, or neurosurgeons, the primary clinical activity of anesthesiologists is the manipulation of normal human consciousness—it is thus unclear why there has not been better representation in the field of consciousness studies proper. Perhaps the recent high-profile discussion of consciousness and anesthesia in the literature (Alkire, Hudetz, Tononi, 2008) will stimulate further interest and academic activity.

There are several limitations to the current study. First, the determination of clinical relevance can be subjective. Certain subjects are unambiguously clinical (such as blindsight or schizophrenia for example), whereas others require interpretation. Although some choices in the present study could be subject to discussion, it is likely that the primary results would be unchanged. Another limitation relates to the category of commentaries. Some articles or journal classifications clearly denote an article as a commentary, while others do not. In general, if the target article is theoretical, the commentary may be just as “original” in nature and should therefore be included as such. To avoid ambiguity, the decision was made to exclude as commentaries only articles that were explicitly labeled as such. There may thus be instances in which incorrect inclusion or exclusion would alter the outcome. Again, we do not think that such instances would significantly alter the primary results. Finally, this study addresses only the presence, rather than the overall impact, of a clinical contribution.

We are still in the early methodological stages of consciousness studies. The present data indicate that clinical fields directly related to the investigation of consciousness may not yet be fully integrated. Further work on the role of the clinical sciences in the study of consciousness is warranted.

Appendix: Clinical articles identified in AoC (1990 through December, 2008), C&C (1992 through December, 2008), and JCS (1994 through December, 2008), listed alphabetically for each journal.

Anthropology of Consciousness

Consciousness and Cognition
Consciousness, Learning, and Memory. Consciousness and Cognition 1996; 5: 562-580
30. Blair RJR: Responding to the emotions of others: Dissociating forms of empathy through the study of typical and psychiatric populations. Consciousness and Cognition 2005; 14: 698-718
70. Lysaker PH, Tsai J, Maulucci AM, Stanghellini G: Narrative accounts of illness in schizophrenia: Association of different forms of awareness with neurocognition and social function over time. Consciousness and Cognition 2008; 17: 1143-1151
Journal of Consciousness Studies
138. Ramachandran VS, Hubbard EM: Synaesthesia -- a window into perception, thought and language. Journal of consciousness studies 2001; 8: 3-34
147. Walsh R: Can synaesthesia be cultivated?: Indications from surveys of mediators. Journal of consciousness studies 2005; 12: 5-17
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